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Your  Football Betting, Scores & Results Service



Free Bets | Livescore | Historical | Books | Articles | Learn

Free football betting odds & results data archive, live scores, match statistics, odds comparison, betting advice & football news..... Find out more.






	
If You Can't Beat Them, Join Them:

Using Pinnacle to Build a Betting Methodology








	Monte Carlo Or Bust: Simple Simulations for Aspiring Sports Bettors by Joseph Buchdahl
In addition to the famous Casino and the gambling fallacy that shares its name, 'Monte Carlo' is also used to describe a tool of statistical forecasting. A Monte Carlo simulation models the probability of uncertain outcomes that cannot be easily predicted from mathematical equations. My book describes how aspiring sports bettors can use a Monte Carlo simulation to improve the quality, and hopefully profitability, of their betting, unravelling the mystery of probability and variance that lies at its heart. 
Amazon | Google | Waterstones | High Stakes | PriceCheck.
As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases.












          
	
              THE WORLD'S FAVOURITE BOOKMAKER
              
New UK customers: Bet £10, Get £30. Sign up, deposit between £5 and £10 to your account and bet365 will give you 3 times that value in Free Bets when you place qualifying bets to the same value and they are settled. Free Bets are paid as Bet Credits. Min odds/bet and payment method exclusions apply. Returns exclude Bet Credits stake. T&Cs, time limits & exclusions apply. Registration required. 18+. Please Gamble Responsibly. BeGambleAware.org | GamStop
              
Join bet365 - the World's Favourite Bookmaker
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Football-Data's revenues come from losses accrued by customers of advertised bookmakers. Nearly all bettors lose in the long run. Users taking advantage of any advertised welcome offer should familiarise themselves with the bookmaker's T&Cs. Any information appearing on this website, including references to winning, profit, beating odds/bookmakers etc. should not be considered professional advice or a recommendation to bet or gamble. Furthermore, the small proportion of customers considered by bookmakers to be sufficiently skilled at beating their prices may find their stakes restricted or have their accounts closed. Both the UK Government and bookmakers alike maintain that betting and gambling in the UK should be considered a form of entertainment only and not a trade to make money. Please gamble responsibly. NEVER risk what you cannot affort to lose. BeGambleAware.








	



	Squares & Sharps, Suckers & Sharks: Science, Psychology & Philosophy of Gambling by Joseph Buchdahl
People have been gambling, for money, entertainment, escape and a desire to win, for as long as history itself. However, these are secondary considerations to a craving for a sense of control over uncertainty, a sense that is almost always illusory. To find out why, Joseph Buchdahl explores the science of chance and probability, expectation and utility, the irrationality of human beings, evolutionary perspectives on gambling, luck and skill, the wisdom of crowds and much more besides. Read more here...

Order from: Amazon | Google | Waterstones | High Stakes.
As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases.











  
         	
              £50 in Free Bonuses
              
New 18+ UK customers only. Register (excl. 13/04/2024) using the promo code WELCOME50, deposit and place first bet of £10+ on Sports (cumulative Evens+) within 7 days and receive a £20 in-play free bet, £20 Football Acca free bet and 50 x Â£0.20 (£10) Free Spins on Fishinâ€™ Frenzy within 10 hours. Eligibility & payment exclusions apply. Free Bet stakes are not included in any returns. Bonuses have a 7-day expiry. Payment restrictions apply. SMS verification and/or Proof of I.D and address may be required. Full T&Cs apply. Please Gamble Responsibly. BeGambleAware.org | GamStop
              
Make Your Bet with Fred

              Advertisment
              

    









	
	
WHAT IS FOOTBALL-DATA?

Football-Data is a free football betting portal providing historical results & odds to help football betting enthusiasts analyse many years of data quickly and efficiently to gain an edge over the bookmaker. Whilst other football results and odds databases do exist, Football-Data is unique in making available computer-ready data in Excel and CSV format for quantitative analysis. Simply download for free the available files, and learn more about how to use the data in Football-Data's free guide to rating systems plus Football-Data's comprehensive betting guide.


Alternatively, if you are just looking for the latest results, tables and team stats, try Football-Data's livescore service, with minute-by-minute scores as the goals go in. For the latest information about teams, players and transfers, Football-Data's football news site brings together all the best football and betting news wires under one roof. Altneratively, had a look at Football-Data's football betting articles. 

Football-Data also brings to the football punter the best free bets and bonuses from online sports bookmakers, including £25, £50 and £100 free bet offers. The partnerships Football-Data has made with these advertising bookmakers help keep the site free for you. Use the free bet links or any of the banners on this page to find out moreabout these great offers.

Read on...

















	
	

BET365 2 GOALS AHEAD EARLY PAYOUT OFFER

Get your single bets paid out if the team you back goes 2 goals ahead - for multiple bets the selection will be marked as a winner with bet365.


Place a pre-match bet on the standard Full Time Result market for games from applicable competitions. For single bets, if the team you back to win goes 2 goals ahead at any stage during the match, bet365 will pay out your bet in full regardless of whether the opposition comes back to draw or win the match. For multiple bets, if a team you have backed goes 2 goals ahead, this selection will be marked as won within My Bets, with the remaining selections left to run.


This offer applies to pre-match single and multiple bets on the standard Full Time Result market for applicable competitions. Bets placed on the Full Time Result - Enhanced Prices market do not apply to this offer.


This offer will not apply where a stake has been fully Cashed Out. Where a stake has been partially Cashed Out and your team goes two goals ahead, the bet will be settled on the remaining active stake.


If a qualifying bet is edited using the Edit Bet feature prior to kick-off and your team goes two goals ahead, the bet will be settled on the new stake. Where a bet has been edited to include or amend a selection for an event that is In-Play, the offer will no longer apply.


Only available to new and eligible customers. Bet restrictions and T&Cs apply.
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FOOTBALL-DATA's NETWORK PARTNERS

Football-Data is part of a network of betting sites. It's sister site Tennis-Data provides historical tennis results and betting odds data for the men's ATP and women's WTA tours. Like Football-Data, the data are completely free.


In addition to Football-Data's free bets guide, there is also a free chips and bonuses guide for casino and poker. And if you are looking to simply find the best price for your bet, look no further than Football-Data's odds comparison.

Finally, if you still can't find what you're looking for here try Football-Data's network sister site Betting-Web for other football and betting related resources that we have come across over the last 10 years. The best betting, picks, odds, stats and forum sites like Betshoot are also shown here down the right hand side menu bars. 



















© Football-Data. Liability Disclaimer. All Rights Reserved.
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